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PROPOSAL FOR A REGULATION CEEC, EURATOM, ECSC), IMPLEMENTING THE 
DECISION OF 21 APRIL 1970 ON THE REPLACEMENT OF FINANCIAL CONTRI• 
BUTIONS FROM MEMBER STATES BY THE COMMUNITIES' OWN RESOURCES 
3-
Modification to mak~ 
ohan es in the m 
SUMMARY 
1. This communication bring together, for approval by the budgetary auth-
orities, proposed changes in the following three draft Regulations already 
submitted by the Commission -
(a) the draft regulation mo ifying Regulation 2/71 which implements the 
Decision of 21 April 19 0 on the replacement of financial contributions 
~rom Member States by t e Communities' Own Resources ; 
(b) the Draft Regulation in oducing VAT as an Own Resource following approval 
of the Sixth Directive ~ 
(c) the Draft Regulation t1 ding.the Financial Regulation of 25 April 1973. 
2. The budgetary authoritie are asked to consider these ohanges as one 
package because they are 1 ed together b,y the fact that they all influence 
the methods of financing the! Budget. They result from the following situations 
which will arise for the fi~t time on lst January 1978. 
(a) The end of the relative share system of financing the Budget but the con-
tinuation for two years, by Article 131 of the Treaty of Accession, of 
limits to the financial burdens of the three new Member States. 
(b) The possibility that, ~ least in 1978, the part of the Budget not 
covered by customs dut · a, agricultural levies and miscellaneous income 
will have to be financ by a mixture of own resources arising from VAT 
and of GNP contributio s~ 
(c) The need to remove an· •quity among Member States which would result in 
1978 from the applicat ~ of the VAT Regulation as at present drafted. 
' 
(d) The need to find a sol1'ti~ to tho problem of "cash flow""resulting from 
the end of the relativ $hare system and the introduction of VAT as an 
Own Resource. · 
Regulation 2/71 
3. On·2nd June 1976 the Co ission adopted and sent to the Council and to 
Parliament a draft modifioa ion of Regulation 2/71 which mainly took account 
of the introduction on lst anuary 1978 of the full Own Resources system, of 
the new European Uhit of Ac o~t and of the changes proposed in the Financial 
Regulation. The Parliamen decided on 17 December 1976 to postpone its 
opinion on the draft modifi ations until the Council had adopted the S~th 
Directive on VAT. The Co oil has not yet concluded its discussion of the 
Commission's proposal. 
4. It is now necessary to end the Commission's original proposal in the 
light of events which have .ince taken place and in order to find a solution 
to the "cash flow" problems ireferred to in paragraphs. 8 to 11 below. T'!'e 
main modifications, which e been incorporated into a new draft regulation, 
are as follows :-
l 
•: .. 0 
(a) 
(b) 
(c) 
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A new proposal that the Member States should pay one twelfth each month 
(from Januar;y to December) of the amount arrived at by applying the 
Community VAT rate to the forecast amount ot its tax base. The reason 
for this are set out in paragraphs 5 a net ,6 . below. 
Anew proposal that temporary difficulties of "cash flow" should be 
covered by overdrafts; see paragraphs8 to ll below. 
In its original proposal in 1976 the Commission proposed that the two-
fifths rule of Article 131 should be applied at the time of the prepar-
ation of the 1978 Budget and that the resulting effect should not be 
changed in the light of the actual out-turn of the 1978 accounts. The 
further study of Article 131, which has been necessary because of the 
disagreement among the Member States on the Commission's interpretation, 
has convinced the Commission that this proposal should be changed. 
Firstly 1 because Article 131 starts by saying that with effect from 1st 
Janua:ry 1978 the Own Resources shall be due in full by' the new Member 
States, subject to the 2/5ths rule; it therefore seems to be more corre 
to apply the Own Resources system fully in the Budget and to correct the 
results after the actual out-turn of 1978 is known. Secondly, an appli 
ation of the 2/5ths rule at the time of the establishment of the Budget 
would result in one rate of Community V AT for the Six and one for each o 
the 'l'hree - i.e. four rates of Communit7 VA.'l1; Article 4 of the Decision 
of 1970 envisaged a similar situation if VAT had been applied during the 
relative share era and provided for the application of only one VAT rate 
and for corrections at the and of the year bilaterallY between Member 
States. . This latter method is now thought to be· correct and it has be 
incorporated in the new ten of Regula~ion 2/71. This does not, howeve , 
imply a;rq change in the Oolllllisaion 'a interpretation of Article 131. 
5~ The Regulation on VAT 
6. 
The draft Regulation applying VAT as an ONh Resource provides that the 
"establishment" of VAT made during a budgetary year should be imputed to 
that year, as is at·present the case with customs duties and agricultura 
levies; an· "establishment" is, broadly speaking, defined as the receip by 
the natio~al administration of a declaration by a taxp~er of his inputs 
and outpllts for a prior period. The Commisslion was. aware that this woul 
mean that in the first year (1978) a proportion of the year's VAT would 
be oredi ted to the following year (because declarations by taxpayers are 
necessarily in arrears) and that the proportions might be marginally dif. 
ferent for different Member States. It has, however, recently been est h-
lished that the proportions are so different as to produce an unaooeptab e 
inequity between Member States. 
The Commission has reconsidered this question and now proposes that each 
Member State should pay one twelfth each month· (from January to December 
of the amount arrived at by applying the CoDJnunity VAT rate to the .!.2.!:!!.-
..2.!:!1 amount of its tax base. In the following year the actual amount o 
the VAT Own Resources of the first year would be established and an adj t.. 
ment would be made which would be credited or debited to the accounts of t~e 
second year. This method would preserve the principle that it is the 
Resources which are established which should be transferred to the Comm i1y; 
it would remove the inequity which would otherwise exist in the first ye r; 
and, very importantly, it would go a long w~ towards solving the proble of 
'cash flow', which is mentioned in paragraphs 8 to 11 , because th 
Community would receive twelve months of VAT tn the first year. 
The draft V AT Regulation has therefore been amended . so as to exclude ref ~nee 
to the budgetar.y and accounting aspects and to deal only with the princi l~s 
••• 
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of establishing VAT as an Own iResource and of the methods of control ul thi~ 
establishment by the Commissidn.The o~portunity has also been taken pf inco~­
pc<rc:.ti..r.~.g modifications prooostd by the Parliament which can be accep1·,,.; by th~ 
Commission. The new p-rotJosa Lts referred to in paragraph 6 above have been · 
incorporated in the revised v~rsi on of Regula-tion 2'/. 71. 
11 
The problems of "cf3-sh flow" 
8. In its communication to'the J int Council meeting of 5 April 1977 the Commission 
referred to the problem of th "gap" of about 2000 m.u.a. which would occur at 
the beginning of 1978 - corre pending to about three months of payments l:hich 
would not be covered by the f ow of revenue from customs duties, agricul t ,1ral 
levies and VAT established in 1978. The Commission said that this coulu be 
solved by an advance from the Member States or by borrowing on the capita'. 
market. The Commission also referred to the continuing possibility that the 
flow of revenue from Own Reso ces would temporarily not match the expenditure 
flow and that short-term borr wings would be needed. 
I 
9. The Commission has been consi~ering various solutions to this problem. It is 
now of the opinion that the 'faP' is too large to be covered by borrowing and 
that to cover it by an advanc$ from the Member States would not be consistent 
with the principle of the fin$Dcial autonomy of the Community. 
10. The best solution to the problem of the 'gap' seems to be to proceed as follows:-
(a) 
(b) 
' 
Adopt the proposal refer ed to in paragraph 6 above which would have the 
effect that ~AT payments would start in Januar,y 1978. 
Revert to th~ Commission $, original proposal in the modifications to the 
Financial Regulation tha the receipts side of the Budget and of the annual 
accounts should be relat 4 to the actual cash received between 1st January 
and 31 December. This w uld have the effect that customs duties and agric-
ultural levies received 1978 but relating to 1977 would be credited to 
1978; this would reduce by the same amount the Own Resources of 1977 but 
the difference could be overed by GNP contributions under the exist~g 
system and with the limi s of the relative share of each Member State. The 
original proposal was wi hdrawn because of objections of principle by the 
Parliament but, in agree to do so, Mr. CHEYSSON explained the. "cash flow" 
difficulties which this ould involve; since no other solution to the "cash 
flow" problem can be fo d the Commission feels obliged to repeat its orig-
inal proposal. This m .s that a modification must be made to the draft 
Financial Regulation as it now stands; this is shown in the document annexed 
to this communication. 
i 
11. There are two other problems ff "cash flow" :-
(a) Even if the total receip s for a year correspond with the forecasts in the 
Budget and there is no s lus or deficit at the end of the year, they are 
not likely to' coincide m nth by month with the flow of payments and there 
may therefore be tempor cash deficits. 
(b) If the receipts written to the Budget are overestimated there will be a 
structural deficit which will be carried over to the following year's 
Budget; this also would ~roduce a cash deficit but it would be of lohger 
duration -perhaps, on av rage, as much as 12 months. 
Resolution of this problem by a system of advances by Member States as waGI said 
above, would not conform with the principle of the financial autonomy of -the 
Community. It seems to be b st, therefore, to make an addition to Regul<:.tion 
2/71 providing that ~he Commi sian be given the power to arrange overdrafts. 
The new Regulation 2/71 attac ed to this communicatio~ makes this proposal~ 
./ .. 
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12. The Budgetary Authorities are therefore asked to approve :-
(a) the new text (attached) of a draft Regulation replacing Regulation 2171; 
(b) the attached draft regulation modifying the original draft regulation on 
VAT (a list of the modifications is attached as an aide-memoire>; 
(c) the attached draft regulation modifying the original draft Financial Regulati 
(a list of the modifications is attached as an aide-memoire). 
~-=~-~c·=---"'"-.. ,.,. __ ..,-_~_ ..,..._ .,_..,._.......,.......,.-=~=:::::::==~===---------
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Brussels, 5 July 1977 
Pro osal for a Re 
on the re lacement contributions from Member States b 
the Communities' own reso 
Explanatory memorandum 
1 • As 1978 will be a t ·ng-po~nt in the history of the Budget 
of the European Communitie. t it will inevitably see changes to 
Regulation No a/71 conce the operation of the own resources 
arrangements. 
The entry into force of th Sixth VAT Direoti ve entails the laying 
down of procedures for thejacoounting, making available and administration 
of this new own resource, 
accruing from customs duti 
be laid down concerning th 
nee it is markedly different from the resources 
and.agricultural levies. Rules must also 
principles governing the determination and 
control of VAT own resourc these provisions have been incorporated 
in another Regulation, sep ate from Regulation No 2/71 , in order to 
avoid a series of cross re erences or exceptions which would be necessary 
in order to distinguish be 'Neen customs resources and fiscal resources.~ 
Although Regul~tion No 2/7~ concerns resources which by definition are 
established, collected and paid over by the Member States in their 
respective national .ourren ies, the use of the EtJA in the Community 
Budget as from 1 Ja.nu.a;cy 1 78 necessitates certain provisions: although 
the Sixth VAT Directive is. to apply from 1 January 1978, provision 
must also be made for a Me bar State's inability to fulfil this obligation. 
The method of calculating llle GNP scale for VAT purposes must therefore 
be laid down; it seemed a; )j)ll:'opriate to change the rules in order to 
bring the calculation meth d more up to date as regards the value of 
the various currencies. 
For the original Member St ~es, 1978 will mark the beginning of the 
final period, in which the special provisions on "relative shares" 
{which do not apply to the !new Member States) are :no longer a1-·propriate 
and must be repealed. 
I 
-· 
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For the new Member $tates, on the other hand, 1978 marks the 
beginning ot the peaul timate stage in whiCh there an still li.mi ts 
to their financial qontribu·tions under certain conditions. The 
procedures tor calcW.ating the limits, entailing the application 
ot Article 131 ot tll;e Act ot Accession, are diBC1lSaed elsewhere, 
but Regalation No 2/71 governs how 'the7 are to be introduced into 
the accounting process. 
La•rH7, the financing of the Community Budget from the Communi ties' 
own resources, and certain provisions such as Article 4(5) ot the-
Decision of 21 April 1970 concerning the carr;yi.nB-over o:f surpluses 
to the following f'i.Da.DoiaJ. 78&r1 usher in a fi:nanoiaJ. autoDOJD1' such 
t~ plans JIUS.t be made tor abandoning the presem system of ad s 
as from 1978 and il'ltoducillg provisions. em.bling there to be 
autoDOIDOUS and e:ff'ective administration of these resources. · This 
new approach doea ot oourse pre.•n"t oaah-t'low problema; it is 
ael:f-niclem tha-t even with a~ Which ·is ·perf'eotq balanced 
{ncn 0D17 ea reprds ~ 8Zid e2:p8md:i tve but, also torecaata 
and :reaulta) tile ...U available~ not be ehoUCh to cover 
expelldiiure a certain tmea ttariDg ·the year. If' 1 in adGi. tion, 
.ibe abcn...rtioned balance is not aahie~, it seeaa illevi 'table 
that overdratt :raciliiiaa, with 'their iegal baais in 
Article 18 o:t the 'l':reat7 of 10 Jul.7 1975,110\ll.d be needed. However, 
with the p:ravisiOilB in f"ORCe at present, 'the. aain caab.-now problem 
V01Wl 'be the exist._. of' a ftrT 'bia- pp dva to -Ute time lag 
_ 'behleen tile collection of revenue {no IIOirtha after es\abliahment 
tor C1lrioma duties and agricultl1ral 18"ri.etl1 aDC1 longer tor VM' it 
the same principles ue applied) am4 ~ etf'eot~ ~ exp&Ddi -ture. 
'fhe amendment. to llegulatiem Xo 2/71 "Ulem:tore entails recani:ng the 
arrangements iD force in order to reduDe ~a gap and proposes the 
introduction ot a cash badget tor ~necessitating an ame:odment 
to certain provisicma of the draf't Fi.Da.Doial. Regala.tion applicable 
to the Budget of the Ellrope~ CoJmmmi tie a and the draft. VAT 
Fil'limCi.al Regalaticm which aria both be:fore the Badgetary Authority. 
1This gap would be :filled completely aa :result of an amendment to t: 
I . 
I : I , 
I 
. draft VAT Beglll.ation to make proVision t~ a monthly ~ (from 
Janua.ry' to December) ot one-twelfth of ,the VA'f. own resources :fore 
in the Badget. Provision is also made :for ·calling each month tor 
: the ad'VBDC8 P81J118nt o.t' own reaouroea other than those aconing fr VAT • 
2.. In Vie~.,.. o:f' the m~;i1uAa o:f the a.mend.mants enviaa.gecl, i.t sAo-:"sd. 
wise to 'lrli thdra.l-1 the prop.~ f:.>::::· an. amendment to Regulation i~o 2/71 
presented in June 1976, w ieh, through the force of circumstances, could 
not incorporate all these ~endments, and put forward a new "Regulation 
implementing the Decision Qf 21 April 1970 on the replacement of 
financial contributions f Q~ Member States by the Communities' own 
resources" embodying as m of the provisions of the existing Regulation 
as possible and, in its 1 ~ Article, repealing Regulation No 2/71. 
The new text of the Regul t~on is accompanied by two papers setting out 
the amendments to be made t• the Finanoia.l Regulation applicable to the 
General Bw:iget of the P+an Communi ties and to the VAT Regulation. 
The latter also inoorpora~e' the amendments proposed by Parliament on 
16 June 1977 which the ~ssion can accept. 
! 
3. The text of the new ~·posal has the following structure: 
I 
Articles 1 to S original text apart from· 
an amendment, for praotic 
1 
i reasons, to two time limits in Articles 3 
I 
and 5,. and the reference t i I the VAT Regulation in Article 1 to take into 
account its scope. 1~ 6 has been retained, apart from paragraph$ 3 
and 4 which are superfluo .lin a cash budget system. Fresh provision$ 
have been introduced ip p•a.tr~iL.O"r'aph 2 and in the new paragraph 3 which 
concern VAT establishments These new provisions are necessary because, 
unlike the own resources qm customs duties and agricultural levies, 
the ow.n resources accrui ~om VAT can legitimately be established long 
after the end of the finanbi)a.l year in question. For reasons of 
I 
presentation, Article 10 hM been switched to Article 7. 
1 
Title II:- Ma.k"n ava.ilabl ·n over the own resources 
Article 8 corresponds to 1 of Regulation No 2/71. The new 
Article 9 defines the meth : of calculating the VAT rate, highlighting 
the automatic nature of t s calculation. 
Article 10 derives from i~le 8 of the Financial Regulation. The 
fact of embarking on the f ~ period, when the dynamic brakes will be 
taken off, entails'the del tion of the references to Article 3(3) and 
Article 4(1) on the 21 April 1970. 
-= ....... -~- ~ ............... - -····-. . - "' " ... 
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.Article 11, a new Article, ia the heart of the system proposed, a system 
which is based en having a cash budget fer reVIenue (hence the proposal fer 
an amendment to Article 5 of the Financial Rega.lation applicable to the 
General Ba.dget of the l!hropean Communities); moreover, it flows from the 
need to amend the proposal for a VAT Regulation as regards the budgetar,y 
booking of establishments. The information gi. ven by the :Member States 
indicates that the pattem of declaration by taxable persons differs 
considerably from Member State to Member State, generating- with the 
arrangements envisaged initially - distortions, directly proportional to 
these differences, in the. making available of the resources accruing 
from VAT. The Commission therefore proposes to delete Article 5(3) of the 
VAT Regulation which provides for VAT own resources to be included in the 
Community accounts on the basis of monthly establishments, and to adopt 
a system based on twel ths as explained above. C 1 > 
As alre~ mentioned, the cash budget for rev~e bridges only part of the 
cash-flow gap: in a year's ba.dget this gap rel>resents three months of 
the Community's existence - two of lllhich arise because the revenue is 
paid over two· months after collection and the third because the CoiiUDWli. ty 
institutions need their operating funds for each month, particularly for 
the E.AGGF, in the month before. 
Consequently, Article 11 provides for the advance pS\YJilent of one month of 
own resources accruing from customs du.ties and agricultural levies in 
order that the Commission should receive, by 20 December of each year, 
these own .resources for Jazma.r,y of the ensuing year (in a cash budget thes 
·resources wuld therefore match the amounts established 'by the Member 
States in November). The adjustment will be made in the following month 
within the time limit of 45 ~ (which is inc:xteased to 50) laid dOwn at 
present for the making available of ow resources to the Commission;. the 
advance pa,yment of O'Wn resources for Febru.ar.y will be made simul taneousl;y 
and in the same conditions, and so ·on. 
(1) This solution involves a reductton in th' rate of VAT ·since from the first 
year it will be possible to calculate the·Latter by reference to thew ole 
tax-base. 
.:. 11 -
Provision is also made for :Aiz' resources or, where appropriate, 
GNP contributionls to be pai . ~n twelfths of the amounts budgeted for, in 
order to obtain a. regillar p~ttem of the payment. .Assuming a budget where 
expenditure and revenue fol o.., the same monthly rhythm and revenu.e consists 
half of VAT resources and h of customs and agricultural resources, the 
Commission would have at it disposal on the twentieth d~ of each month 
a sum enabling it to make -.ppropriate downp~ent on the EAOGF advances, 
or even P&\Y' them in their lrety, the following month. On the first 
d8\Y' of the following month i 1 would receive the remainder needed to P&\Y' the 
balance, if any, of the I advances and to finance the other e.xpendi ture, 
the cash~flow gap being com lately closed in this manner. 
'lhe proposed provisions als ,lnolude the procedures for the settlement of 
these pqments : , there woul pe an adjustment towards the middle of ~he 
following finanO!ial 7ear .a, as regards VAT, on the amounts actuall7 
established for the prec i financial year and, as regards a:ny 
GNP contributions, on the di ribu.tion forecast in the budget in question 
between the latt1er and the 'lhe adjustment in question 
represents a modiification o ~ jt;he revenue for the financial year in which 
the adjustment i.s made, in h a wq as not to interfere with the closing 
of the accounts for the fin pial year just ended. 
Article 12 contap.ns the sam ~rovisions on interest on defaulted p~ents 
as those of Reguilation No 2 7' , with more specific details concerning time 
limits. 
Article 13 is 'virtually a s 'thesis of the provisions of Articles 11 and 12 
of Regulation No, 2/71 and j.cle 38 of the Financial Regu.lation of 
I 
25 April 1973, tib.e main dif ~ces being as follows: 
(a)_ 'lhe text has been made te flexible to allow of the fu.ll application 
of financial' autonom;r. 
(b) In v.i.ew of the new ~;n;u~uents, the advances on future own resources 
have been deleted. 
(c) Provisions is made for e»irering exchange rate risks by spreading the 
Commission's holdings i the various Currencies in s~ch a way as to 
reflect the iitru.cture o :the Jihropean currency basket. 
'! 
_____ .......,.iiiiiii.Oi. ____________________________ .,--_________ --- -
. ~ . 
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Title III -Management of Cash Resources 
As regards the cash position, it was necessar.y to envisage two other 
deficit-producing situations: 
1. Where expenditure exceeds revenue in a given month. 
2. Where the own resources collected are below the initial forecasts, 
producing a deficit for the financial year ("structural deficit")· 
Article 14- makes provision not only for the first eventuality, a .... ___ _ 
____ p'llrely cash problem, but also for the second, -a budgetary problem which-· 
.__:_also has an. impact on cash :r.lo,.-; by-allowing recourse to overdrafts. 
Budgetary provisions to cover this ·type of deficit are contained :tn ~ __ 
· -- Article 18. Articles 15 to 17 lay dotm the conditions for repaying the 
-abovementioned advances, and the· po~sil:'ility of placing sums which· 
-become available in the trea.sur;y aooo'lmtSi· · these articles also lay 
··down· th~ accounting oriter~a for_ int~rests, and :provide for the inf'ormiRff 
-'-- of the JJrember States.-- . --· ---- ... ~ -·-· ---·. - -----. 
Article 18 has been worded in an attempt to bring forward as much as 
possible the time when a "structural" deficit or surplus oan be corrected 
in budgetary terms. · Under Article 29 of the Fina.noia.l Regu.la.tion 
applicable to the General :Budget of the European Communities, the balance 
for a. financial year "n" is carried over to the financial year "n" +:2, 
since this balance is not calculated until the financial. year "n" + 1. 
Article 18 lays down that, for own resources only, an estimate is to 
be made in November of the total amounts collected in the financial year, 
an estimate based therefore on data.· for 11 months and thus fa.irq close 
to the ultimate result.· 
By making a comparison with the forecasts for the financial year, it 
would be a. simple matter to evaluate the probable difference, which, 
pursuant to the same Article, would be charged to the :Budget for the 
following financial year which will be in the process of adoption at 
the time of the abovementioned eva.l'ua.tion. The text of Articles 14 to 
18 is new • 
,.,.1 
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Title IV 
the new 
of Article 
This Title, ·Of two articles, l~s down rules for the application 
of Articles 131 and 1 • of the Aot of Accession and the method of 
calculating the GNP s · e when the provisions of Article 4(2) and (3) 
of the Decision of 21 April 1970 are to be applied. 
In the proposal for ~endment to Regulation No 2/71, presented in 
June 1976, the first ~blem was tackled differently from the approach 
now envisaged, since :t. that time some of the aspects had not been fully 
appreciated. In the meantime, as a result of the disagreement between 
the Member States on he interpretation of Article 131 of the Act of 
Accession, the provis Qllls in question have been analysed in greater 
depth and the logical oe~>nolusion has been to apply them subsequently 
b.r direct compensati between the Member States, leaving unchanged 
the total amounts col aeted for the Budget of the European Communities. 
This conclusion is i ~d by the following factors: 
{i) if the ceiling , the shares of the new Member States in 1978 
could only be a 
be calculated 
(ii) even i:f this ap 
to apply diff 
1 in the process of adopting the Budget, this 
visional arrangement, since the ceiling must 
data. for 1917 which are not known at this time; 
ach had to be adopted, it would be necessary 
1 VAT rates, which does not seem compatible with 
the provisions 'the Decision of 21 April 1970 on own resources; 
{iii) the situation o 1he new Member States is similar to that of the 
ates between 1975 and 1977 for which similar 
Article 20, which cono xtns GNP, reproduces· the existing ten of Article 22 
of Regulation lfo 2/71 1 ~rely amending the method of calculating the 
GNP scale. It seemed tfairer, in a financial year using the EUA, to 
' 
update the data used f calculating this scale by using the GNP !or 
I 
I 
'I 
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a year closer to the,t in qUestion ("n" - 2 instead of the average for 
the years "n" - 5/"n" - 3) and by applying the data in proportion to 
the average of the EUA rates for the same y~ar. 
Title y Procedure for the application of Article 4(5) of the Decision 
of 21 April 1970 
Article 21 corresponds to Article 24 of Regulation No 2/71; the amendments 
made are all of a technical nature to take into account the distinction 
between appropriations for commitment and appropriations for ~ent, 
the creation of a cash budget for revenue and the use of the EUA in that 
budget. 
Title .VI: Provisions concerning measures of control 
Articles 22 to 24 correspond to the existing Articles 13 to 15 of 
Regulation No 2/71 to which some minor teohnioal adjustments have been 
made and which have l:)een amended to take in the creation of the European 
Court of Auditors. 
Title VII: Provisions relating to the Advisory Committee on Own Resources; 
final provisions 
Articles 25 and 26 correspond to Articles 25 and 26 of Regulation No 2/71; 
Ar+icle 27 is a. new one which, among other things, repeals Regulation No 2/1. 
Artir ln 12 and Articles 16 to 22 of Regulation Jl'o 2/71 have been deleted, 
the fi rt '· because of the principle of financial autonollij', the others 
because t1,e "relative shares" laid down in the Decision of 21 April 1970 
will ceas~ :~apply from 1978. 
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REGULATION •••••••••••••••••••• (EEC, EURATOM, ECSC) of the Council 
implementjng the De tsion of 21 April 1970 on the replacement of 
financial contribut ~ns from Member States by the Communities' 
own resources. 
THE COUNCIL OF THE UROPEAN COMMUNITIES, 
Having regard to th ~reaty establishing the European Coal and Steel 
Community, and in p ~ticular 78f thereof, 
Having regard to th ~reaty establishing the European Economic Community, 
and in particular A t:icle 209 thereof, 
Having regard to th Treaty establishing the European Atomic Energy 
Community, and in p rticular Article 183 thereof, 
Having regard 
Commission of 
thereof, 
~reaty establishing a single Council and a single 
Communities and in particular Article 20 
Having regard ~reaty amending certain financial provisions of the 
Treaties establishi gi the European Communities and of the Treaty esta-
.bli.shing a single and a single Commission of th~ European 
·Communi.ties, 
Ha'ving regards to 
of .'financial contri 
resources (1), henc 
and 'particularly Ar 
Having regard to 
Having regard to 
Whereas the princip 
the fundamental ele 
system will be full 
Decision of 21 April 1970 on the replacement 
from Member States by the Communities' own 
referred to as the Decision of 21 April 197C, 
thereof, 
proposal from the Commission, 
·~pinion of the European Parliament, 
e:of the financial autonomy of the Communities is 
e~t of the system of own resources, and whereas th1s 
,.ppl ied as from 1978, 
Whereas the Communi ·i~s are .. to have· full disposal of their resources 
~s ref~rred.to in A t~ile 4 ~f the Decision of 21 April 1970, the 
. . .. --..._ ..... ~--
entering as revenue of ~hich necessarily follows from the amoun~s esto-
blished, 
(1)J.O. L.94 of 28. ~t~ p. 19 
I ]\ 
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Whereas so far as own resources derived from VAT are concerned the 
provisions of Article 22 of the Sixth Directive of the Council 
to VAT can create inequalities between the Member States in the makin 
available of the said resources and that it is necessary to 
these inequalities, 
Whereas a new unit of account, called the European unit of account <E >, 
will be applied to the budget as from 1978, 
Whereas in order to guarantee the financing of the Communities' budge 
under all conditions it is necessary to envisage the possibility of 
.the payment of financial contributions based on GNP and to bring into 
·force the corresponding key to take account both of its comparability 
.'with .the effec-tive _level of VAT own resources and of the introduction 
· of .the above EUA • 
. Whereas the Treaty of 10 July 1975 envisages the taking of appropriat 
measures to meet cash requirements should the need arise, 
.Whereas .the .financing of the Communities' budget entirely from own 
: resources creates new cash problems the size of which imposes the nee 
. ·~o anti~ipa~e appropriate provisions, 
.Whereas it is an advantage to be able to anticipate the particular pr vi-
.sions for the implementation of Article ISJ of the Treaty of Accession 
: in respect of the new Member States and for the period of time laid 
down by the·said.article, 
Whereas .the full application of the criteria set out above implies a 
general amendment of ·Regulation 2/71 and that consequently it is deem d 
necessary to repeal if, 
HAS ADOPTED THIS REGULATION. 
I 
I 
t 
t 
'. 
----------------------------------,.------~~- ---- --------
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PROPOSAL FOR A 
Regulation N'o (EEC, Euratom, EOSC) 
implementing the Decision of 21 April 1970 on the replacement of financial 
contributions from Member States by the Communities' own resources 
HAS ADOPTED THIS Rl!DULATION': 
TITLE I 
General provisions 
'l Article 1 
1 . 
fhe Communities' own resources within the meaning of the Decision of 21 April 1970 
hereinafter called 'own resources') shall be established by Member States in 
I • 
Article 2 
. 
f. For the purposes of application of this Regulation, an entitlement shall be 
deemed to be established as soon as the corresponding claim has been duly 
determined by the appropriate department or agency of the Member State. 
nX/354/77-E 
Proposal which replaces the proposal 
for amendment of Regulation 2/71 of 
2 June 1976. 
Original text amended to include 
reference to the VAT Regulation. 
Unchanged. 
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2. The competent department or agency of the Member State shall make a new 
establishment where it becomes necessary to rectify an entitlement 
established in accordan9e with paragraph 1., 
Member States shall takf a.ll requisite measures to ensure that the supporting 
documents concerning established entitlements and the making availab~e of own 
resources are kept for five years. 
Article 4 
Each Member State shall inform the Commission, at the lattez's request: 
(a) ~f the names of the departments or agencies responsible for establishing 
own resources and, where appropriate, their status; 
(b) of the general provisions laid down by law, regulation, administrative 
action relating to accounting procedure concerning the establishme~ 
of own resources and their being made available to the Commission. 
2. The Commission shall pass such information to other Member States at 
their request. 
Proposal for amendment of 2 June 1976. 
Unchanged. 
I . - 19-
... 
i 
f. Article 5 
J 
~eh Member State shall draw up yearly a closing statement of account together 
with a report on the establishment and control of own resources and shall forward 
this to the Commission before LjO Juni/ of the year following the financial year 
j.n question. 
.• . 
Article 6 
.c: 
Original text with date chang~ to 30. June 
to bring it in line with the tune lim1ts in 
Article 11. 
~. Accounts for own resources shall be kept by> the Treasury of each Member 
ltate and broken down-by- type of resource. · · · ----------If--------
~- -- ---· . . .... -· .... ·- .. .. . .. - - . - ..... 
i~ The established entitlements shall be entered in these accounts at the 
lktest on the twentieth day of the second month following the month during which 
'he entitlements were established. However, with respect to own resources 
jbcruing from VAT entitlements established after 31 December of each financial 
T.ear relating to operations carried out in the same financial year shall be 
included in these accounts at the latest by LjO Jun!{ of the following financial 
,.ear. 
"I 
}~ Each Member State shall forward to the Commission, within the same period, 
A' monthly statement of these accounts showing the position as regards the 
9~itlements established for the month in question. 
An annual summary statement of amounts established in each financial year in 
accordance with the provisions of Article_) of the VAT Regulation shall be 
sent to the Commission at the latest by L20 Juni! of the following year. 
/ 
/ 
Original t 
Para. 3 
Para. 4 ' 
eleted• /-" 
,/ 
/ 
.I 
1 Article 7 
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1o The entitlements established under Article 2(2) shall be entered in the 
monthly return corresponding to the date of the new establishment and shall be 
added to or subtracted from t;·~ total amount of established entitlements. 
TITLE II 
Provisior~ for making available and paying over the 
Communities' own resources 
Article 8 
1. Tl· e amoun.t of own resources established shall be oredi ted by each Member 
sti';!.• . to the account opened with the Treasury for this purpose in the name of 
l'<::mmi.ssion. 
However, the own resources accruing from VAT shall be entered in aooordanoe 
with the procedure laid down in Article 11(3) and (4). This account shall be 
kept free of charge. 
2. Each amount shall be entered gross. Iil the thirt;r. days following notification 
of any entry, the Commission shci.ll issue a transfer order in favour 
of the Member State for the amounts corresponding to the standard refund for 
the expenses incurred in collection as referred to in the fifth subparagraph 
of Article 3(1) of the Decision of 21 April 1970. 
1Refer to Article adjusting VAT contribution. 
Corresponds to Article 10(1) of original text. 
The last subparagraph of para. 1 and para. 2 
of.this Article have been deleted. 
Corresponds .tb Article 7 of origi~l text. 
Second subparagraph of para.. 1 reworded to 
take account of VAT resources. 
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3. 'lhe payments shall be converted into, and entered in the accounts in1 units of 
account as defined in Article 10 of the Financial Regulation on the basis of the 
EUA quotations obtaining on the day corresponding to the final time limit for entry 
or on first preceding day for which such quotation is available. 
Article 2 
The rate referred to in Article 2 of the VAT Regulation, expressed as a figure to four 
decimal places, is laid down in the budget. It is calculated as a percentage of the 
estimated VAT assessment base in such a nia.nner that it fully covers that part of the 
Communities' budget_~Qt financed from customs duties, agricultural levies, miscellaneous 
revenue and, where appropriate, financial contributions ba.se(Con GNP. 
Article 10 
1. An estimate of the mm resources to be paid over by each Member State, where 
applicable, together with their contributions referred to in Article 4(2) and,(3) of 
the Decision of 21 April 19701 shali be entered in the budget. 
2. Payment of the amount actually established by the Member State for the kind of own 
resources in question pursu.a_nt to Article 11 shall be obligatory. 
Article 11 
1. The own resources established referred to in Article 8(1) shall be entered at the 
latest by the twentieth day of the second month following the month during which the 
entitlement was established. 
2. 'lhe J.~ember States shall make payment of these resources one month in advance on the 
basis of the information available to them on the fifteenth day of the same month. 
Ee.ch p.yment shall be adjusted in the follov1ing month when the entry referred to in 
para. 1 is made. This adjustment consists in making a negative entry of an amount 
equ.:1l to that vf the advance payment. 
• 
New text concerning the method of 
calculating the rate of VA7. 
Corresponds to Article 8 of the proposal 
for amendment of 2 June 1916 
Para. 1 unchanged 
Para. 2 amended in order ~o delete the 
reference to contributions (explained in 
Art. 11) and to include a reference to 
VAT. 
Article 11: Replaces Article 9 of the 
proposal for amendment of 2 June 1976 
Para. 1 deleted - Para. 2 becomes new 
Para. 1 
Para. 3 transferred to Article 12. 
New geragraphs 
Para. 2 refers to the procedure for 
making an advance entry of customs duties 
and agricultural levies • 
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3. Nevertheless, the own resources accruing from VAT or, lihere appropriate~ the 
financial contributions based on GNPi ~~11 be entered on the· first day of each 
month, ·the amount being •.L.e-t,,,~ -:_fth of the total entered under this heading in 
the budget. 
Calculation of the one~ trr - -~ for the month of January of each financial year 
shall be based on th3 ... .nolFLts entered in the draft budget; this amount shall be 
adjusted when the ·1ext month's instalment is paid. If the budget has not been 
adopted before the beginning of the financial year, the twelfths shall similarly 
be calculated from the.amounts entered in the draft budget; the adjustment 
sha1· .. be· mao.e on the first due date following the adoption of the budget to 
a~ ... tJW the .c~sponsible authorities one Olear calendar month4 
IJ .•. ·.ach Member State shall, in the light of the annual SUIIliilary statement provided 
for in Article 6(3), be debited with the a.mo1mt of his establishn-,"'!:'rtt Ciil.cl:tated 
'• the basis of the rate fixed fC?r the prev.ious financial year 
~nd oreditea with the twelve ~ents made during that previous financial year. 
'lhe Commission works out the balance and informs the Member States in good time 
in order that the latter may: 
- in the event of a. debit balance, pay the difference on the "first. of· 
. . f.i.ugu.sj] of the same year, or 
- in the event of a. credit balance, deduct the .difference from the ··twelfths 
payable in respect of the current financial year 1 beginning with the payment 
scheduled for the first of Li~_7of the same year. 
5• With effect from 1 January 19791 those Member States having paid financial 
contributions based on GNP during the previous financial year shall, on the due 
dates given in para.. 4 and by the same method, adjust the said financial 
contributions so as to restore, on the basis of the actual yield from o\·111 
resources accruing from VAT, the original distribution in the budget between 
the latter and the financial contributions based on GNP. 
·'l._!-
Para.. 3 - procedure for paying •twelfths11 of 
YAT or GNP. 
Para. • 4 & 5 - final settlement of VAT and 
GNP payments. 
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6.<• ArJy cha.nge in the rate of VAT or 1 if appropriate, in the financial contributions ~ed, on GNP, occasioned by the adopt1on of a supplementary or amen~ing budget shall 
give rise. to a readjustment of the twelfths which have fallen due since the 
~ginning of the financial year. 
•.,•I 
Tbfs adjustment operation shall be carried out on the first due date following the 
~option of the supplementary or amending budget in order to give the responsible 
~uthorities a clear calendar month. 
~: The operations referred to in paragraphs 4 and 5 constitute modifications to 
revenue in respect of the financial year in which they occur. 
Article 12 
· .lily delay in ma.king the entry in the ·account referred to in Article 8 shall give 
rise to the payment of interest by the Member State concerned at a rate equal to 
the highest rate of discount ruling in the Member States on the due date. That 
rate shall be increased by 0.25 of a percentage point for each month of delay. 
The increased rate shall be applied to the entire period of delay. 
Para. 6: < Supplementary or 
amending budgets. 
Para. 7: Incorporation of final 
settlements. 
Corresponds to Article 91 para. 3 
of the proposal for amendment of 
2 June 1976. 
TI~LE III 
MANAGEMENT OF CASH RESOURCES 
. Article 13 
1. The Commission shall have ~t its disposal the amounts credited to 
the account referred to in ArticJe 8 of this Regulation in order to 
replenish the accounts via. whi c · makes payments arising from the 
implementation of the bud.P"~ · ... the transfers intended, as regards 
:funds held in the form ·· .. ~rrency, to restore the structure of the EUA 
basket so a.s to covp- (~!lt-mge risks, in accordance with the ~revisions 
of Article 16 of th~ h~gulation on the application of the EUA • 
The orde,..·s and instructions which the Commission sends to the Treasury 
or to +:1e a.ppr~;pria.te department of each Member State shall be carried 
out ~; soon a.s possible. 
TPe adjustments provided for in Article 11(6), occasioned by a. 
su.~.-~ ~mentary or amending budget raisin~ the rate of VAT or of the 
contributions provided for in Article_ 4(2) and (3) of the Decision of 
21 April 1970, may be made in advance with the authorization of the 
Council, acting by a qualified majority. 
~eservations expressed by Legal Service on Article 16 
of the EUA Regulation. 
Replaces Article 11 of the proposal for amendment of 
2 June 1976. 
Paragraph 1 incorporates certain provisions of 
Article 38 of the Financial Regu.la.tion of 25 .April 1973. 
Paragraph 2 has been modified to exclude advances on 
own resources (payment of which is always in advance 
- Article 11) and also to provide the option of 
obtaining advances on VAT or GNPe 
' .. :· 
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Article ,14 
1. In order to meet possible liquidity diftioul ties arising from I 
(a) a difference between reverme and expenditure in a given month or 
(b) own l'esouroes• reoeipt·s lower than the original estimates. 
the COmmission JJ18iY 1 having taken- an;r appropriate stepi!J to defer the 
expenditure, negotiate overdrafts • 
.. ----r-· ~- -:"":_' ___ 7' __ .:;-~ .. ~ -~:-.- .. ·---:-=-:-·- --- ----.-.,_..__-----·-. ~ ·:- -·: .... -~------··:·~-- .-----,-~ --~ -· --. -:-- ~~-- ·--: -:-... :----- ~· .... ---- ... :-~--#--..-;---•·:·----- -------·-
.. -. ______ ..;__.,._. ---~--· ·-··-· -·-,~.:-· _.· __ ...__~~-----...1.. .. :~:~~--~-- - .. ~:...-:.:.:._ ..... ~ ..... :_:__~--·-~-~~--·-.;. ___ -~~------'--• _-_._·------·--
---- -- ~.=~~. ~~~-~eo~a.~hioa.l ~fstributlon ~ of_'_th~ ovei-dra.fts shall take account 
. . _of the local requirements of the Eu:i:-op-ean Communi ties -as -well as-the.-· - -
·d.i.s_t_:M.b~tiC?n of the own ·resources :Provided for hi the inid.getpr -of the·--_-
actuai'amcunts coliected when these"are.knownin respeot-of atleast t~ee 
monthso - - -
~~--- .. ---- . -· -- ... • ------ .. - .. --------- .. ·-- .. _ ..... ---- -~----~----. --:;~~--::-:-·-· ------:.·-~.---:-~4--··--. ·:-:-:--: ....... 
' 
New text aJ.lowing recourse to ov-:; rCL:•\1 1: G"-.1 
to overcome temporary liquidity d.:iffiGxlti~s, 
t 
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Article 15 
As far ~e _P<?Bsible~ any- monie·s ~cior~mg· to·-th~-d~~issien 1"8' 
treasury accounts sha~l 1 ~~a matter~~ pri~~it1'- be used_~o 
___ .:r~4~~!.J~e. C?_Yerdrafts. . . 
..... , ... ~ .... - .............. - -- , .. ,, ., .. -----.....---·-----
""';' - ;-- . -··-- ....... -.- ·-·- ---- --~~ ... _ .. ~ ·-
~--Any monies SurPlus to these repayments shall be invested b,y 
the Commission on the most favourable terms offered by the 
---market~ of the lwlember States. · · · -----·--- -.-- - · --- · 
.. 
. - - ·-:~·. --·--··--":··---.- ...... -----·----------~-------· 
... :.. . . · . . : ··- _.:._ ... _: ___ .__::· _____ ..,. .... :..: .. ___ ·,.:. 
Article 16 
The debtor or creditor interest arising from the banking 
operations referred to in Articles 14 and 15 shall be 
respectively debited or credited to a suspense aocolUlt 1 at the 
end of the financial year the balance of this account shall be 
directly incorporated in the calculation on of the end-of-year 
balance within the meaning of Article 21 of this Regulation. 
New text providlng for the repayment of operations 
under Article 14. 
New text relating to the entry into the accounts of the 
operations in question. 
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~rticle 17 
A~ the end of each quarter, the Commission shall send the Member States 
a cash resources statement showing debts and placings. 
This statement shall also show the balance of the suspense account 
referred to in Article 16. 
Article 18 
The Commission shall before the end of November in e&Qh financial ear 
make an estim&te of the own resources oolleoted for the entire~, on 
the basis of the information at its disposal at that time. 
If this estimate differs appreciably from the orig~l estimates, -the latter 
shall, after a review of the cash situation, be the subject of a letter of 
amendment relating to the draft budget for the following financial year 
which is in process of appro~l. 
The balance to be carried forward to the second financial year following 
the one in question, as laid down in Article 29 of the Financial Regulation 
of 25 April 1973 shall take this entry into account. 
New text. 
New text introducing provisions for 
correcting ~ imbalance between estimates 
the following financial year. 
.... ~a ... 
WJ:'J:'!!E :£1t 
~ro~sdtira fo~ a~plio~tiort of the fi~~oi~i 
p~r~i~ipa~iou o~ th~ ~ew MsMbra~ Siaie~ ~n~. 
wh~re ~ppro~ri~is 1 the pro~!~io~~ o~ ~~iois 4(2} ~d \3) of ~he Deoi~ioh ot 
21 Apr:1.1 1~70• 
)l.rM~1~.1.2 
1- trliu uaitJuieAd.tJtitj :tJs:fsr:tteti -llo :tu Al·~ibhtl 13i EU-itl 132 of 'bhra Ao~ o:f' Aooai:Hdo:rt 
I:Jhttii ba ll1Ett1a by th() dtJwntiEH3:l.ort ~t ths titn~ !jf o1o~ing tha aotlt~tiri·bi;j :f'or tha 
rittalioiai ;yem'll ~,~·re auti 1~79• 
~~~ !tl 1rie'ill' tJf '~he p~b\d.~itlnEi tlf' Ji.rtioie ~1 tl:f' ths Fi11W1td.Et1 tt~f!liiEt'btittl1 or 
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n11 l'erl/autitl lil11'btt1't:lt1 in the tltH:ltltW:lH3 dti.'rittg ths f~td~:~~i ;y'St1li• 
' 
Al1;y i'oqttiEI:l:la; d~u~~llient~ ~h~ii give riEl~:~ ~tl flliEWoi£!.1 tlt1Di).:leti~~11'bitm 'bst\-J'ssn tho 
~It11t1bd1• ~twht1~ l'!OUO~!'tibd11 
3· The dohllrl~cnd.oh Elhn11• iu tho ltltlltth :f'oi111\dng -bht~ s~tnbH~hm~wh tJ:f' tii{i 
:reva11t1.a ti11tl ~~~jud.itur~:~ ~C}tlt;titl'b 1 !tend. 'b{j the ~~smbar f3tatefi £J. Eltatemelit t;f iii~:~ ooWpen~atio"~ t~ b~~ fi~s~, ~~~e~Eled in ~A. E:l~~wi~g the ~r~d.it ~~ ~ebi~ potd.·H~rt o:t· li\E»tlh ~~allibe~ ~tt:tto tilid H:i~ t1i~tLr:lttt§ til'!art:kb:l~tit1 req\ii:t<eti to:r tha 
fi:rt~i EJ(I·lrb1dlttlit\~ t1:f' th~ bairuiot:H3 • 
~1b ef:fotl~ tl-d.Pi tittf:t,i f:lat'lliatrtoliil, e~tlii deb~t;Jil ~~em'bs:tt fHttte E:Jh~i1 l1Ei;V ttl etttlh 
o~edHo:~.' )~olt1blll\' FJ1Jtdll3 s. t~ropo:rttltlri ~f the S.llttJtiht E1htJm oh :bh1 tisbi t !l.dt\~Ul'it • 
thirJ etun beh1g tJ:t'bpo:r<titlnEt1 ttl the f:ill~re t~:t the o~edito:r Member l3tE!.te in the 
ovora11 runotirt~ tiht1wrl ih the credit ttooount~ 
~·'~fj do'btol' M~ltlua:r t3tat~u f:jhs.11 w :hi the krtt1n~h f'oi1owirtg the ~tlt:lf'ioa~:l~h~ Vtcy' ttl 
Um orotH tdr !~bltlbel' Stt\tslj .. tho r:ullotitit dus • Et.t>t>i~:ln~ the livorttgo EOA ~·S.te~ tor 
the :d.tlru-tcin.i ~~ar in qliOEitiol'h 
nepi~oa~ Al"tio1e 2~ ot ih~ ~rt1po~~1 tbr 
mnsndwont ~t ~ Sui~ i~761 eoHt~~r~ i~ 
ths a~ova pr~pb~~1. thi~ Artioiu ~rovid~~ 
tor the ~tib~~ttti~Ht ~~~iioutiori ~f 
~ti~ie~ 1)1 ~d 1~~ of th~ Abt ~t 
A~oe~~~tirit for various ~ea~~~~v !.s. to 
a'lroid ~tt:rol.'ll9'rtb V'Attt ~tl.'b tJij ~ 'b t:1 a'U'~itl 
ro~1~uiation !rt the 1ight ot ths ra~u1tEI 
or the 1~77 firtWtloiai ~e~r - ~i~i1arit~ 
~ith ~i~uutio~ eH~i~~g~~ ror ~he ~i~ 
'b~:rbueen 191~ St)1d 1~71• 
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Article 20 
1. This Article shall be applicable where it ~ be necessary to take provisional 
measures in dero~tion under Article 4(2) and (3) of the Decision of 21 April 1970. 
2. The gross national product at market prices shall be calculated on the basis 
of statistics compiled by the Statistical Office of the European Communities and 
of the data for the financial yea:r preceding the year in which the preliminary 
draft budget is drawn up. 
3· The gross national product shall be calculated in terms of the European Unit 
of Account defined in Article 10 of the Financial Regulation, applying the average 
of the rates for the EUA. in the financiaL year taken as the basis for the 
4• As long as the dero~tion providei for in Article 4(2) of the Decision of 
21 April 1970 is applied to one or more Member States, the Commission shall, in its 
preliminary draft budget, fix the estimated percentage of the budget to be covered 
by the financial contri'oution(s) of the Member State or States concerned on the 
basis of the proportion of their gross national product to the sum total of the 
gross national products of the Member States 1 and shall fix the rate of value added tax corresponding to the remainder of the budget to be covered by the other Member 
States. ~hese figures shall be approved in accordance with budgetary procedure. 
Corresponds to Article 22 of the 
proposal for amendment of 2 June 1976. 
-30---· 
5. For the purposes of this Regulation: 
(a) the gross national product at market prices is equivalent to 
the gross domestic product at market prices plus compensation 
of employees, property and entrepreneurial income from the 
rest of the world less the corresponding flows towards the rest 
of the world; 
(b) the gross domestic product at market prices, which represents 
the final result of the production act~vity at resident 
producer units, is equivalent ~o the total production of goods 
and services by the economy, less total intermediate consumption, 
plus taxes linked to imports. 
_TI~LE V 
......... .. 
.. 
Procedure for the application of Article 4(5) of the Decision of 
21 April 1970. 
Article 21 
For the purposes of the application of Article 4(5) of the 
Decision of 21 April 1970, the balance of a given financial year 
shall consist of the difference between: 
- all the revenue collected in respect of the financial year 
in question, and 
Corresponds to Article 24 of the proposal for 
amendment of 2 June 1976 but with fuller 
explanations. 
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- the total amount of payments made against appropriations for that 
financial year together with the appropriations carried over 
pursuant to Articles 6 and 95 of the Financial Regulation. 
This difference shall be adjusted to take account of the net amount 
resulting from cancellations of appropriations carried forward from 
previous financial years, and of sums paid in excess of these 
. . 
the time- when the amount of carryover was determined and the time it 
was used. 
Furthermore, the balance of the 1978 financial year shall be adjusted to 
take account of the surplus or deficit established when, on 1 January 1978, 
the balance sheet drawn up in units of account on 31 December 1977 i~ 
revalued in European units of acoount. 
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~.:IT~ VI 
Provisions concerning measures of control 
Article 22 
1. Member States shall take all requisite measures to ensure that 
the amounts corresponding to the e~titlements established under 
Articles 1 and 2 are made available to the Commission as specified 
in this Regulation. 
2. Member States shall be free from the oblisation to place at 
the disposal of the Commission the amounts _00rresponding to 
established entitlements sole~ where, for reasons of force majeure, 
these amounts have not been collected. _ . 
3• Every si:x: months, Member States shall report to the Commssion, 
where appropriate within the framework of existing procedures, 
comprehensive information and questions of principle concerning 
the most important problems arising out of the application of 
this Regulation and in particular matters in dispute. 
Article 23 
1. Member States shall oarry.out the verifications and inquiries 
concerning established entitlements and the making available of 
own resources. The Commission shall make use of its powers as 
specified in this Article. 
2. Accordingly, Member States shall: 
_ carry out any additional measures of control the Commission may 
ask for in a reasoned request; 
- associate the Commission, at its request, with the measures of 
control which thoy carr,y out. 
Corresponds to Article 13 oJ the 
proposal for amendment of 2 June 1976. 
Corresponds to Article 14 of the 
proposal for amendment of 2 June 1976. 
. <. 
,_ ... ~ . 
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'Member States shall take all steps required to facilitate these measures 
of control. Where the Commission is associated with these measures, 
Member States shall place at its disposal the supporting documents 
referred to in Article 3. In order to restrict additional measures 
of control to the minimum the Commission ~~ in specific oases, 
request that certain documents be put at its disposal. 
3. The measures of control referred to in paragraphs 1 and 2 shall 
not prejudice the following measures: 
-
n with their own provisions laid-4own by ~ regulation or 
administrative action; 
(b) the measures provided for in Articles 2061 206(a) and 206(b) 
of the Treaty establishing the European Economic Community and 
Articles 180, 180(a) a~ 180(b) of the Treaty establishing 
the European Atomic Energy Community; 
(c) the inspection arrangements made pursuant to Article 209(c) 
of the Treaty establishing the European Economic Community and 
Article 183(c) of the Treaty establishing the European Atomic 
Energy Commur .i. ty, 
4• The Commission shall from time to time report to the European 
Parliament and to the Council on the functioning of the s,ystem. 
·. 
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5· The Council, acting on a proposal from the Commission, shall 
determines 
(a) the conditions which officials appointed by the Commission 
must satisfy when they carr.y out the verifications provided 
for in this Article, in particular with regard to professional 
secrecy and the procedure whereby they exercise their powers 
of investigation; 
(b) where required, other provisions for applyfDg this Article. 
Article 24 
The provisions of Conmnmity law applicable to the matters 
referred to in the first paragraph of Artiole 2 of the Decision 
of 21 April 19701 in particular regarding nomenclature, origin, 
value for customs purposes, Community transit and inward processing, 
Shall be applied D.y the appropriate ~uthorities of Member States 
when establishing own resouroes. 
I • 
Corresponds to Article 15 of the 
proposal for amendment of 2 June 1976. 
..... ~ < 
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TITLE VII 
Provisions relating to the Advisory Committee on the Communities' 
Own Resources; final provisions 
Article 25 
1. An Advisory Committee on the Communities' Own Resources 
(hereinafter called the 'Committee') is hereby set up. 
2. The Committee shall consist of representatives of the Member 
States and of the Commission. Eaoh Member State shall be 
represented on the Committee by not more than five officials. 
The Chairman of the Committee shall be a. representative of 
the Commission. 
The secretarial services for the Committee shall be provided by 
thA Commission. 
3. The Committee shall adopt its own rules of procedure. 
The Committee shall exe,mine the questions raised by its Chairman 
on his own initiative or at the request of the representative 
of a Member State, which concern the application of this Regulation, 
and in particular: 
(a) the information provided for in Articles 4(1)(b), 5 and 
22(3); 
(b) cases of for~~-~je~ referred to in Article 22(2); 
(c) measures of control ~1d inspection provided for in Article 23(2). 
Corresponds to Article 25 of the 
proposal for amendment of 2 June 1976. 
Corresponds to Article 26 of' the 
proposal for amendment of 2 June 1976. 
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Article 27 
The Council Regulation l'lo 2/71 of 2 April 1973 implementing the 
Decision of 21 April 1970 on the replacement of financial 
contributions :from the Member States by the Communities' own 
resources shall be repealed on 31 December 1977• 
The present Regulation shall enter into force on the .~ following 
its publication in the Official Journal of the European 
Communities. 
It shall have effect :from 1 Januar,r 1978. 
This Regulation shall be binding in its entirety and directly 
applicable in all Member States. 
' i 
,f 
.. /9 
./ 
/ 
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AID8lldments to be made to the Financial Regu.J.ation {version 
contaiMcl in wri. tten procec!'w!'e llo 317/77 ot 2 Karch 1977) 
Article 6 (page 5) 
- paragraph 2. Replace by: 
~--~ ·--~---· 
T.he revenue of a financial 7ear shall be entered in the accounts for <-
that financial year on the basis of the .amounts collected during the 
financial year,. with the exception of the own resources for the month 
of Jarma.:cy of the next financial year, in respect of which advance 
pqment is made on 20 December of the preceding financial year; 
purm1ant to Article 11 (2) of the Regulation implementing the Decision 
of 21 April 197C>. 
Article 26 (page 18) 
Delete para. 2 aDd aaend references to Reg&tlation 2/71. 
Article 27 (page 19) 
Deleted 
Article 28 
Deleted 
Article 29 {page 19) 
Delete second Sllbparagraph and aMl!il references to Reg. 2/71. 
Article 30 
Amend references to Reg. 2/71. 
Article 31 
Retain 
'I 
·i 
J 
~-
Article 32 
Delete and replace by: 
The contributions referred to in Article 4(2), (3) and (b) of the 
Decision of 21 April 1970 shall be expressed in European units of 
account, as defined in Article 10 of the Financial Regulation. They 
shall be converted into the respective national currencies on the basis 
of the EUA rate obtaining on the first working ~ following the 
~fifteenth_7 day. of the· month preceding the payment. 
Article 33 
Retain 
.... . '~ 
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' 
Amendments tg be ma.de to the proposal for a VAT Financial 
Regulation (goM(77)120 final) in the light of the proposal for a Regulation 
implementing the Decision of 21 April 1970 on the replacement of financial 
contributions from Member States by the Communities' own resources, and to 
take into account the Resolution embodying the opinion of the furopean 
Parliament. 
Article 4, p. 14 
"P" Para. 2 (b) - :Add at the end: 
"Pu 
"such as: other tax declarations, professional accounts and complete 
statistical series". 
Para. 3, first subparagraph - Add at the end: 
"and an estimate of the value of the ~sessment base for each of these 
categories of transaction". 
Para. 4 - Add at the end: 
"and shall decide on the data to be used as specified in Article 12 of 
this Reg11lation". 
Article 5 
Para. 1 - Antepenultimate line: 
Replace "monthly statement• by "annual BWIIIIla.ry statement". 
Penultimate line: 
Replace Reg11lation No 2/71 by Regulation (E!OO) No and delete 
the rest of the sentence: "for in question". 
Para. 2 - Add: 
"Any correction made too late to be incorporated in the annual summar.y 
statement referred to in Article 6(4) of Regulation (E!OO) No 
shall be added to or deducted from the amount of entitlements established 
in the month in which the correction is made. " 
., ,- - • 'i 
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Para~ 3 - Deleo;e the entire paragraph. 
Article 7 
Para. 1- Amend the references to Regulation No 2/71. 
Para. 2 - Replaoe "the monthly statement" by "the monthly statements 
and annual summar,r statements". 
Delete the last sentence: "The monthly statement •••••••••••••• financial 
year." 
New paragraph 3 
If the Community rate is amended during ~he financial year, the amount 
of own resources entered in the account kept by the Member State shall be 
corrected accordingly. 
Article 8 
Delete this Articlev 
Article 10 
"P" Para. 1, second sentence. 
Replace "They shall associate the Commission ••••••••••••• the 
appropriate data have been used", by: 
"The Commission may take part in them on request. Du.ring these checks 
the Commission shall ascertain in parti~lar that the operations involved 
in the centralization of the assessment base have been conducted in a 
proper manner, . <>..nd that the appropriate data have been used." 
"P" Para. 2 - Replace the second sentence: "It may be associated in them on 
requ.est" by the foll=>wing sentence: "'t may take part in them on request". 
II P" 
N~B .• : 
·.~ . .-: 
Article 11 
Para. 1 - Add, after Com:nittee on VAT own resources, the words "having 
advisory capacity". 
The modifications preceded by ~ "P" are those suggested by the European Parliament 
which can be accepted by the Cor ·issic~; a strict legal definition of the VAT tax 
base seems to rule out the propos·,.· ... ,., tbat Member··states who establish in certain 
sectors a statistical tax base shou be penalised by a 10% surcharge. For this 
and other reasons Mr •. TUGENDHAT opp< ~d this proposition in the Par.l iament. 
, 
.. 
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SECOND AMENDED PROPOOAL 
under Articles 149 of the EEC Treaty and 119 of the EAEC Treaty for 
a Council Regulation (ECSC, EEC, Euratom) amending the Financial 
Regulation of 25 April 1973 applicable to the General Budget of 
the European Communities 
-42-
In tl1e explanator;" :ccmorandum to its proposal for an amendment of the 
Fin::u~cia.l Rc[;Ulation dated 19 Ma.y 1976 ( COU(76)210 final), the 
Commission stated that it was not a question of a general revision, 
becau3e further proposals for amendment would have to be presented 
later when the princ~~les had been agreed upon for the solution of 
certain problems. The Commission added that one of these problems 
was th~t of replacing national contributions by the value added 
tax (VAT). As the Sixth Directive on VAT has been adopted 
meanwhile, it is now possible to propose the amendments to the 
Financial Regulation necessitated by the full system of own , 
resources. 
tfuen it sent to the European Parliament the text of its common 
guidelines on the Financial Regulation, the Council said that it 
t:as unable to tclr.e a decision as to Articles 26 to 39 on own 
resources. The Co~~cil added that the Commission would shortly 
submit to the Council a new proposal on these Articles which would 
take into account the adoption of the Sixth VAT Directive. 
The Commission is presenting a proposal for a Regulatio~ implementing 
the Decision of 21 April 1970 on the replacement of financial 
. contributions from !1lember States by the Communities' own resources, 
and an amended proposal for the VAT financial regulation. 
The amendments to be made to the Financial Regulation, in the 
amended version proposed by the Commission on 10 tarch 1977 
(COM(77)59 final), have been harmonized with the provisions of 
these two Re~lations. Their essential purpose is to replace 
the provisions for the entry into accounts of revenue for the 
financial year based on the entitlements established at 
31 December by entry into accounts on the basis of amounts 
collected durinb the financial year. This proposal returns to 
-:he original proposal made on 19 V.ay 1976, which was dropped in 
:::'')~ponse to t!1e Opinion of the European Parliament. The amendment 
is to the effect that the revenue section of the Budget and the 
ann~al accounts should reflect the actual amounts collected between 
1 J~1~ry and 31 :)ecember. The result will be that the customs 
dutic= ~~d ·agricultural levies collected in 1978 but relating to 
1977 vli::!. be credi tcd. to the 1978 financial year; this will 
reduce by the same amount the own resources for 1977, but the 
difference ~ay be made up by GlW contributions under the present 
system and t:.p "!:o the limits of the relative share of each Member 
State. In ~~i3 way a solution is found to the cash management' 
d.ifficul-~ies tvl1ich would result if the text based on entitlements 
establiShed were preserved. 
* 
* * 
• 
• 
'! 
-~-
The application of the EUA as from 1 January 1978 necessitates two 
proposals tor amendment: 
(i) fixing of the rate for the conversion of contributions expressed 
in EUA into national currencies; 
(ii) increasing the figures of certain amounts in the articles on 
contracts for supplies, work and services. 
As most of the operations which must remain below the thresholds 
fixed by these amounts are transacted in Belgia~ franc~, maintenance 
of the real value of these thresholds requires an increase of 25fu 
before conYersion into EUA, according to the rate 1 u.a. = 1 EUA. 
The amounts in question are those set out in Articles 60, 62 and 65. 
* 
* * 
The second amended proposal annexed hereto contains only those articles 
in the amended proposal of 10 March 1977 (COM(77)59 final) which have 
been further amended. The Changes are underlined. 
The working paper which sums up the various texts proposed will be sent 
under separate cover. 
..... 
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SECOND .AMENDED PROPCSAL 
under Articles 149 of the EEC Treaty and 119 of the EAEC Treaty for 
a Council reg'..<.lation (ECS c, EEC, Euratom) amending the Financial Regulation 
of ~5 April 1973 applicable to the General Budget of the European Communities 
----- - - - - --- - -- --- -- -- ------ -------------
THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNI TIPS , 
Having regard to the Treaty •••••••••••••••••••••• 
HAS ADOPTED THIS REGULATION: 
Article 1 
1. The following articles shall be worded as follows: 
Article 6 
1. The financial year shall run from 1 January to 31 December. 
3· ( 
4- ( no change 
c:: ( .;~• 
Article 26 
1. Estimates of the own resources andt ~f appropriate, of the contributions 
referred to in Article 4(2) and (3J of the Decision of 21 April 1970 to 
be paid by each 1-iember State shall be entered in the Budget, expresse~ 
in ~~i~s of acco~~t as defined in Article 10. They shall be made 
availab~e and paid over in accordance with ,ih.2, ;e.rs.v;isio!!.s_o! .Q.o.!:!,ll~il 
lie~la .;_ :i. _£-"l_ • .!. • .:.. _ (!E.Q,_ ~r.!,t .2.m.a. !<:§.C) im;e.l.!,ID!,n .li!:,i_ tl!,e _ D.!.ci si O!!, ,2! 
,g,1_Al2,rll,,l910_o!2,ih.2.£8J?.l!.c.2.:n2,.n,l£_f_f~!!l~i!_l_c£_n!rib'!:ltio!!.s_fr,o!! 
!;!e~er, ~t,at£s_bz ,lh::, .Qo~itie.!'_o~_I'.!,S.9.U£.C~. 
2. Deleted • 
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Article 29 
The balanc• from each financial year, calculated in accordance ~~th 
~UE,c,il_R~l.!:.tion. .:.•.:.•.:. iE!C.a. !u£.a,to,e,_~£3.9)j-wle~n.~i?A.ih~ ~e.9.i2.i.2E. 
£f_21 !,P£,il,J..9l0_o,U ,ih~ £_e_£lf:,C.2,III~n,i £f_fl,nEflE_;J.!,l_c£n"J:.r::,_bE;,t2:Pf:.S_f£.0,!! 
l;!e_!b~r_S"J:.a,le2. ,E.y_the_C£ID!!!,UE.i.ii~s! £WE. !.eE_OEFE_eE_, shall be entered 
as revenue in the case of a surplus or expenditure in the case of a 
deficit in the Budget of the second subsequent financial year. 
Article 30 
1. The contributions provided for in Article 4(6) of the Decision 
of 21 April 1970 shall be paid over as follows: 
seven-tvrolths of the amount shown in the ~dget not later than 
31 J$Ilua.ry; 
- the remaining five-twelths not later than 15 July. 
2. Any contribution or additional payment due to the Budget from the 
Member States must be entered in the account(s) of the Commission 
within thirty days from the date ~n which funds are called for. 
Article 32 
!}1~ .£2_n,ir,ib~t,ion.s_p£,o!,i~e~ f.or. !,n_Ar..t!,c1_e_4_l2l,_(~)_a.E,d_(£)_of. .ih~ 
];eE.i2.i£n_o!,.,g,1_A,£r,il_12,7.Q. E_h~l.1,J?.e_e~£C:E,S~d_i,U,lh.::=_ E_ur_o.;.e.eE:n_~i.l 
£f_aE_C£,UE,t_a!_~e!,iE-,e~1,n_A£_ti,c.1,e_1.Q.£f_thi2.!iE.a.~cialB,cJ[Ulo.ii£n.:. 
1fl~ 2-h~ll J?.e_c.2.n.::!er.t~d_iE,t.2, .ih.2, £_eEJ>.2.C.ii.!;e_n.2;_t,ioE:,al.£ur.r~nE_i~s-on. 
,lh,!t J?.a.~E_ .2,f_th_e_r~t~ !,o£,,lh,!t W! ,!P.£lzi.ug_ou .ih.!t i:_ir.si E.O!.kl.nz. .:!,J._;z: 
!,o]}£,wj._n~ ,lh~ £i£t~ea,t!!_,2-.a,;z: £f_t!!_e_In£n.ih_p!,e£,e,2-.iug_th_e_P£::,~~E.t.:. 
Article 60 
Contracts may be made by private treaty: 
(a) where the contract for the purchase or hiring of goods, for the 
provision of services or for building works involves an amo~~t 
not exceeding &20Q~it2. £f_a.£C£,~t.a. the Institution beir.g bound, 
however, as far as possible and by all appropriate means, to 
enable suppliers who are likely to be able to supply the gocds 
and services in question to compete; 
Subparagraphs (b), (c), {d) and (~): no change. 
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Article 62 
In e~ch Instit~tion, before the authorizing officer takes a decision, 
.>-.::::tracts -l.r.vcJ.v·>g ~mounts exceeding 18 000 units of account shall 
b·.:. .-~1_:1;):ni tte~ fur the opinion of an a.dir.sory coiDmrttee on-procurements 
and contracts \-:hose rules of procedure shall be laid down in the 
measures of implementation referred to in Article 118. 
Article 65 
Contracts may be made against invoice or bill of costs only where the 
expected value of the goods and services supplied does not exceed 
300 units of account. This limit shall be increased to 750 units of 
account for expenditure to be entered into outside the provisional 
places of work of the Institution. 
Article 2 
This Regulation shall enter into force on ••••• 
This Financial Regulation shall be binding in its entirety and 
directly applicable in all Member States. 
, 
-~-
for a 
Council Regulation implementing, in respect of 
the own resources from VAT, the Decision of 
21 April 1970 on the replacement of financial 
contributions from Member States qy the 
Communities' own resources 
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1. The application in :f'ull :f'rom 1978 of the own resources rq-atem based 
on the financial a.utonOJI\1 of the Communi ties b&s necessitated recasting 
the legie.la.tion on this subject, and the coiTesponding proposal for a 
Regulation2 means that changes must be made to the proposal for a 
Regulation on own resources from VAT, alr~ sent to the Council1• 
These changes are embodied in the proposed amendments annexed hereto, 
to which have been added those suggested in the Resolution of the 
European Parliament3 which the Commission was able to accept. 
2. The amendments resulting from the recasting of the legislation on 
own resources are the following: 
request· for an . estimate of the appropriate data to facilitate the 
estimating of the .amounts which the Member States will be asked to 
~ (Article 4(3)); 
introduction of an annual summar.y statement of entitlements established; 
as a result of the system of o'\'m resources from VAT, this statement 
could be produced after the closure of the financial year to which it 
refers (Article 5(1)); 
deletion from the Commission's original proposal of all references to 
the provisions on the payment of own resources (Articles 5 and 8), as 
these provisions are incorporated in the regulation replacing 
Regulation No 2/71. 
1
oJ No C ~:(, 6 May 1977, p. 2. 
2
Primarily "!;h;,o proposal for a Regulation lfo •••• (EEC, Euratom, ECSC) 
implementing :;he Decision of 21 April 1970 on the replacement of 
financial conc-:•ibutions from Member States b;r the Communities t own 
resources. 
3Doc. 759/71 (AS5 !;'79), 20 June 1977. 
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3. The amendments proposed by the iuropea.n Parliament in its Resolution 
(embodying an Opinion) of~ 16 June 1977 all tend to strengthen the 
j 
Commission's original proposal; with one exception the Commission can 
accept them and thEGT have therefore been incorporated in this proposal. 
However, the Parliament's proposal to increase by 10% the own resources 
established on the basis of appropriate data cannot be accepted, for 
major legal reasons. Although it is an incentive in the direction of 
the harmonization provided for in th~ Sixth Directive, this penalty 
system does not comply·with the principles laid down in the Decision 
of 21 April 1970 as regards the uniform assessment base and the single 
rate throughout the Community. 
Its inclusion could, moreover, cause considerable delavrs in the 
adoption of the Regulation. 
This amendment has therefore not bed. incorporated in this proposal. 
* 
* * 
The amended proposal annexed hereto incorporates only the text of 
those articles of the Commission's original proposal which have been 
amended. The changes are underlined. 
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AMENDED PROPOSAL 
for a. 
t_' ·l.~~,:i_; :let,; , ·.on implementing, in respect of the own resources 
:.'I'om VAT, Uv' D(,oision of 21 April 1970 on the replacement of 
~ .:nanciu.l ~ c . :.L·ibu+.ions from Member States by the Communities' 
own resources
1 
Ir::tro(uotion, recitals and Articles 1 to 3: no oba.nge 
Artiole 4 
1. no change 
2(a) no change 
2('b) transactions as set out in Annex F to the Sixth VAT Directive 
11hieh t!te £!J.em'h:?-r States exempt :L'fl accordance with the option 
provided fer :i.n A.rtiole 28(3 )(b) of tb.a.t Directive; 
sh ... -;.11- "be t.na :-Jided -.ra,lue as established from declarations to 
t i' mal·· l;.~ , >.1e taxable person!:' or, failing thesew from 
ap~ropriate data, such as tax declarations, business accounts and 
complete statistical series .. 
3. The Member States shall inform the Commission, before the 
bee::..·.Jdng of e ·. 1. financial year and prior to its presenting the 
Prel.1.: .. ta.ry Draft Budget, of the solutions they propose to adopt to 
deteJ. .. " the assessment base fu::o each of the categories of transaction 
referrt: 
the data 
-;.n paragraph 2, inr.icating, where applicable, the na.ture of 
,;hey consider appropriate, and an estimate of the value 
of the .... ~_ 
operations .. 
bas~ corresponding to each of these categories of 
1
comp1ete text: see OJ ~o C 110, 6 May 1977, p.2. 
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This information for the financial year l~78 shall be sent as soon as 
possible ~d not later than 1 Octob~ 1977• 
4. Either on its own initiative or at the request of a ?-!ember State, 
the Commission shall examine, on the spot if need be, problems arising 
from the implementation l)f the provisions of paragraph 2, and shall 
decide whiph data to take into consideration under the conditions set 
out in Article 12 of this Regu1atio~. 
Article 5 
1. VAT resources shall be determined: 
- in the cases referred to in Article 3(1) and (2) of this 
Regulation, when the declaration is lodged by the taxable 
person, in accordance with the provisions of Article 22(4) 
of the Sixth VAT Directive, or by the person liable for 
p~ent of the ta.x on importation, in accordance with 
Article 23 of that Directive, or, in the absence of such 
declaration, when they are established officially by the 
competent authority of the Member State, 
- in the cases referred to in Article 4(1) and (2), as 
soon as the assessment base has been determined by the 
competent authorit,y of the Member State. Such determination 
must by made as soon as possibl,e and in any event in good time 
for inclusion of the corresponding VAT resources in the annual 
summary statement under .Article 6(4) of Regulation (EEC, Euratom, 
ECSC) No ••• 
2. Correction by the competent authority of the Member State of an 
incorrect or incomplete establishment shall be regarded as a frash 
establishment. 
.. ·:: .·· 
. :,. 
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R.rcrr e.;·~,ablishment or correction made too late to be included 
... , ___ .......... -
2-E,..1h,.e2/"fl';ml summa.:ry statement referred to in .Article 6(4) of 
_3~~'.l~..:!!~ ~X.:::.o....:.• :..o ·:::..· ...:s:::ha=l;.;l:....::b~e~ad;::;d=ed=-t:.;o:....:o:.;r~d:.;e;.;:d;.;:u;.;:c.;t.;;ed-...f;;.;r;.,o;;;.;m;;;_t;.;h;;.;e-....am__.o_,un---.t 
£! entitlements established during the month in which the 
establi~hment or correction itself was made. 
Former 3: deleted 
Article 6 
no change 
Article 1 
1. - The accounting of VAT resources shall be governed by the 
provisions of Article 5, 6 and 7 of :Regu.lation (EEC, Euratom, 
ECSC) No ... 
- the making available of VAT resources shall be governed by the 
proV2s~ons of Articles 8(1) and (3), 9, 10, 11-and 12 of 
Regulation (EEC, Euratom, ECSC) No •• ~ 
2o The closing statement of account, and the monthly statements and 
the annual summary statement sent to the Commission in accordance 
with Articles 5 and 6(2) of Regu.la.tion (EEC, Euratom, ECSC) No ••• 
shall distinguish between VAT resources established in accordance with 
the first indent of Article 5(1) and each categor,y established in 
accordance with the second indent of the said Article 5(1) .. 
3.. .}~"' the Com;l.J.mity rate is cha.nged during the financial year, the 
~, r ·;~--~0wn resources entered in .the account held by the Member State 
shall ,.r · ~'._£ected accordingly as from the date of the change in the 
Comm·.:ni t,1 . :t e,. 
Article 8 
deleted 
Article 9 
The provisions of Ar~icles 3,47 22 and 23(3) of Regulation (EEC, Eurato~, 
ECSC) No .••• shall __ apply '-o VA: resources • 
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Article ~0 
1. The Member States shall conduct the verifications and enquiries 
concerning the establishment and making available of VAT resources. 
The Commission shall take part therein at its otm request. During 
these checks the Commission shall ascertain that the assessment base 
centralizing operations have been performed correct~y, and that the 
appropriat! data have been used and that the calculations made to 
determine the amount of own resources in the cases provided for in 
Article 4(1) and (2) comply with the provisions of this Regulation. 
2. The Commission JnaiY request the Member States to conduct additional 
checks. I~ shall take ;ea.:rt therein at its otm requ.est. 
3· No change 
Article 11 
1. A Committee on own resources from VAT (hereinafter called "the 
Committee"), consultative in nature,. is hereby set up. 
2. No change 
3· No change 
Article 12 
1. The Committee shall examine questions raised by its chairman, 
on his own initiative or at the request of the representative of a 
Member State, which concern the application of this Regulation, 
and in particular the following: 
(a) the information and communications provided for in 
Article 4(l)(b), 5 and 22(3) of Regu1a.tion (EEC, Euratom, ECSC) ~o ••• ; 
.. 
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{b) oue• ot fECI M~fl\tl &I retene4 to ~ ArJ&ole 28{2) o{ 
Regulation (EEC, Eur&tom. IDSC) No .. ,; 
(c) measures of contr9l and inspection as provided for in Article 10; 
(d) the determination by the Member States of the adde4. value 
,. 
established in aeoorda.Dce with the proTisions of Article 4(1) • 
.Article 13 
